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Guide.
Best practice in sustainable workplace management
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Welcome

.

to your smarter office

This Guide has been created for you with experts from member companies
in the Sustainable Business Network. It provides the latest at-a-glance best
practice in sustainable workplace management.
Working through it will help you reduce the cost, waste and environmental impact of your workplace. It will help maximise
the creativity and productivity of the people who work with you, help retain them and attract new talent.

Our mission is to produce the best information on this for New Zealand businesses and beyond.
Help us catalyse action - share your smart office improvements and successes with us. Capturing the
benefits of a smart office approach will act as inspiration for others. Email your results to office@sustainable.org.nz
Best wishes

Building or refurbishing
an office?
Please see our
Circular Economy Model Office Guide

James Griffin
Project Lead, Sustainable Business Network
09 826 5642

021 686 155

james@sustainable.org.nz

sustainable.org.nz
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1 How this guide works
This Guide addresses three phases of Smart Office Management:

Right Now
Ready to go right now?
Make improvements now
with little or no budget

$
$
$
✓

Get the
benefit
Make this Guide a
workbook. Use the
actions and to do lists.

Right Investment
Ready to make a structured
approach? Get the most from
your time and money

Share
with us your
key actions and
results via the
results form
(see Chapter 11)

Leading Edge
Want to get ahead of the pack?
Find out where smart office ideas
and technologies may be headed

Order

		
Complete all the actions
in each ‘phase’. Many
of them build on one
another, so they’re best
done in order.

Record

		
Keep a good record. Create
benchmarks and develop your
reporting resources. Use them in
sustainability reports. Include them
in annual reports. Discuss them with
colleagues and business leaders.

Quantify
How much time and
money have you saved
or generated? Include
observations to guide 		
future changes.
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2 Smart Office thinking
Offices are about your people

Don’t just manage the building. Support working relationships. For every decision made, start with the people. After any
change, refer it back to the people. Explore how it affects them and their work.
This work may only be part of your role. You may be running your own small or medium sized company. Or you may be an
office manager or facilities manager. In all cases make sure any changes come from as senior a level as possible. If you are
in a larger organisation that may mean your first task is to convince senior management. SBN’s Leadership in Sustainable
Business Course is a great way to learn how to do that.

Start with your choice of building

Building? Leasing? Renting? Make Smart Office considerations an integral part of the process. Include them in your
contracts where you can. There’s a lot you can demand before you move in that you will not be able to later.
Already locked in to a lease? Work closely with the owners to facilitate the things you want to change. Demonstrate that
what you want to do will add value to their building. Remember that anything the owners block is likely to add cost to your
business. What if the owner refuses to insulate the rooms properly? You will pay more for power. You will probably lose
more work time through staff illness. Factor that in to your decisions.

Don’t guess – audit and plan

Don’t take cookie-cutter options. This applies to everything, from office chairs to the way you schedule the use of shared
space. Be creative. Tailor what you do to the needs of your current team and its work.
This applies even if you have done something similar before. That’s where inefficiencies creep in. You will waste money
and end up in an office that is not as pleasant as it could be. Most importantly, your people will not be in the optimum
environment in which to do their work.

Observe your people. Design accordingly.
This isn’t ‘checking up on them’. Don’t tell them how they should be using the spaces or
equipment. Let them demonstrate the best way for their tasks to happen.
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To do list - Smart Office thinking
Action

Done?

Notes on results

Rec
ord
it

Talk to colleagues to gain initial support for
taking a Smart Office approach.

Discuss the Smart Office approach with your
business’ leadership.

Check your current lease to establish the scope
of changes you can make.

Meet with your building owners to discuss the
Smart Office approach.

Schedule a brief meeting with each of your
people. Ask them how they work through the
day. Ask them to suggest Smart Office changes.

Cross reference this with observations on how
and where your people are
working and collaborating.
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3 Workplace strategy
and design

.

Workplace strategy aligns your organisation’s work with the workplace
to enhance performance. It helps teams innovate and work smarter. It
enhances health and wellness. It helps retain and attract staff.

			Right Now
			

Start as early in the process as you can

			
Create a clear brief for your building. Link the strategic intentions of the way you set up your office to 		
			
your organisational goals. Are you putting creative people into uncreative surroundings? Do you have the
right amount of shared space for the amount of sharing you want? You don’t need to design a whole new office to improve
how you work. It’s about intention, thought and taking action.

Desk share
Desk sharing, hot desking and flexible shared work spaces reduce the space and energy required for your office. People
naturally work all over the office. They may be in meeting spaces, talking to colleagues, or may be out visiting clients and
partners. So up to 80% of most work space is unoccupied at any one time. To make better use of the space, you may need
to reduce the expectation of everybody having their own desks.
Many organisations are still tethered to their desks. But a lot of that is just to do with the clutter we build up around it.
Paper, spare shoes, cereal boxes, plants and decorations make the place more homely, but they can also reduce the
efficiency of the workspace. Encourage tidiness and promote personalisation of computer desktops with images and
screen savers. When combined with good design and features like indoor plants, the results feel refreshingly ‘clean’, aiding
concentration.
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Keep it flexible

Keep an open mind

Ask and observe

Don’t just set things up for
what your business is doing
now, how it is doing it and
the current scale at which it is
doing it. All that can change
very rapidly. Then you can be
left with a pile of redundant
furniture and fixtures to get
rid of. Or worse, the fixed
way things have been set up,
combined with budget and
time constraints, can make it
difficult to re-adjust things.

Don’t necessarily lump people into ‘departments’
and ‘teams’.

Don’t just do what you are
used to, or what you have
seen before. Take time to
assess.

Your surroundings affect
your mindset. More dynamic
surroundings make you
more dynamic and willing to
change. Some buildings come
with a lot of flexibility built
in, with moveable walls and
partitions, others less so. Can
the rooms in your space be
repurposed? How much time
and money would it take?
These days there’s more
flexibility in leasing. There are
shorter leases and workspacesharing companies offer easy
ways to shrink and grow as
needed. Explore the full range
of leasing options.

Individuals perform multiple tasks each day in
the style of their choosing. Two people might
perform the same tasks best in a variety of very
different ways. For example, some salespeople
like to sit at a desk with multiple screens of
information they can draw on during a pitch.
Others prefer to walk around to make their pitch
more dynamic. Some of them might like to do
both, depending on the mood of the moment.
Think in detail about how your people perform
their tasks. Do they like to take phone calls
standing up and walking about? Do they get
better results from brainstorming outside when
they can? Is that cluttered boardroom really
the best space for presenting or meeting with
external guests?

Workplaces are increasingly
about connection and
community. People should
work in offices not because
it is the accepted norm, but
because they work better
that way. Consider what your
colleagues contribute to
your work and wellbeing. But
don’t open plan everything.
Balance sharing with focused,
secluded spaces where
people can concentrate fully
on what they are doing and
develop their own ideas.

Where do your people go to do their best work?
Who do they need to talk to? Video conferencing
cuts travel time and keeps people connected.
But will it be used if it is all set up in the big
meeting room, or would something smaller be
better? Do you want your accounts people to
think and collaborate as creatively as anybody
else? Don’t lock them to their desks.
Accommodate all styles to get the best of them.
For example, desks can now be convertible. Your
people can switch between sitting and standing
options throughout the day.
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‘Right Now’ to do list - Workplace strategy and design
Action

Done?

Notes on results

Rec
ord
it

Create a simple task spreadsheet so you can see how
much of each type of work is being done:
• personal work on computer
• shared creative thinking
• informal discussion
• private meetings
• presenting
• meeting with external guests
• eating/relaxing
• phone calls.
Compare the proportion of these tasks with the
facilities currently available for each one.
Create an office plan based on the minimum viable
amount of desks required. This should highlight where
space might be saved.
Set up a booking calendar linked to Outlook or Google
for all your shared spaces. This will avoid clashes,
increase their use and allow an easy way to monitor
how they are used.
Model this behaviour on your own desk. Declutter by
creating this kind of clear desk and/or sharing it.
Draw a sketch map of your workspaces.
• Make it ‘space agnostic’. Don’t define spaces as
particular offices or purposes except bathrooms
etc with an unavoidably fixed purpose.
• Indicate how their shape and size might be easily
altered with moving partitions etc.
Check your lease for flexibility options.

Cross reference this with observations on how and
where your people are working and collaborating.
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			Right Investment
$
			
Delve more deeply into the employee experience.
$
$
			
Consider the various stages of your work. Most work processes have at least an ideation/brainstorming
			
			
			

phase, some kind of drafting/creation stage and a finalising stage. These stages may work best in different kinds of spaces. How can you provide for all of them? To what extent do you need these stages 		
and their workings to be displayed and shared?

Ensure you have a well‑developed induction process. This means new people can make the most of the working culture
you are creating together. Get to know them. Tune things as people come and go. Even well designed workflows can lose
that flow if they are not kept refreshed and updated.

‘Right Investment’ to do list - Workplace strategy and design
Action
Map out four of the creation
processes for projects or
products in your business. How
might you best ‘host’ these
processes?

Done?

Notes on results

Rec
ord
it

Choose one. Experiment with
different venues for each stage of
the process.
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			Leading
Edge
✓

			 Get radically creative. Think outside the ‘box’.
			
			
Use outside spaces. Roof gardens, balconies or even adjacent public spaces can be part of the workplace.
			
How can you maximise multi-disciplinary thinking? Do your plans connect diverse skill sets? Take time
to think deeply and in detail about every object and space that is in your office. Is it maximising your people’s wellbeing,
creativity and performance? If not, what needs to change?
In what kind of places, workplaces or otherwise, do your people feel most creative and productive? This could look unlike
any office you have ever worked in or seen. It can express the purpose and brand of your business and put it on bold
display. It can welcome others deeply into the culture of the building, the company and the mission.

Flexible working

Bring life to your workplace with plants

Support ‘working from home’
and flexible working. You
might think staff will not work
as hard or as well outside the
office. It is worth testing if
this is true. Do you need to
be looking over somebody’s
shoulder to make them work?
If so there is something wrong
with their motivation that
needs to be explored. It could
just be that their home space
is not optimised to keep them
focused. Help them create a
Smart Home Office.

Plants improve air quality and are beneficial to human health and wellbeing. They can also humanise and soften the edges of even the most sterile
buildings.

The right working culture builds
trust, and people committed to
what you do. It frees them up
to work where and how they
want.

Leading Edge

Right Now
Establish a watering rota or take this job on yourself to ensure the plants stay
alive. Compost any trimmings from the plants.
Ensure that plants are not watered near electrical equipment. Make sure
larger plants do not block safety exits or damage building fittings.

Right Investment
Consider taking on a professional plant service company to supply and
manage the plants around the office. You will get a more robust selection of
plants and it will be their responsibility to keep them healthy.

Install a ‘vertical garden’ or green wall if you have a large enough sunny
location in your office. They make a great feature and mean you can have
more greenery in the office.
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4 Energy efficiency

Focussing on energy efficiency is the fastest way to improve your
bottom line and reduce your environmental impact.
The good news is that there is lots of scope for improvement with very little investment.
Upgrade and fine tune your office equipment. Heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) and lighting typically
account for most of the energy use in your office (around two-thirds). They are also vital to staff health and productivity.

			Right Now

			
You can’t manage what you don’t measure. Understand your current energy usage by looking at your 		
			
energy bills over the last 12 months. This will give you a benchmark from which to set targets and track
			improvements.
Use the NABERSNZ self-assessment tool to get an idea how energy efficient you already are. The tool scores you on a
6-star scale with average energy performance being 3 stars and market leading being 6 stars. The good news is that most
offices can save up to 10% on their energy bills by following some very simple steps.
Wherever possible, include energy consumption in your rent discussions with the landlord. Ask what can they do to help
you save energy costs. If you are thinking about leasing an office, ask the landlord whether it has a NABERSNZ Certified
Rating. If you are signing or renegotiating a lease, consider using EECA’s Performance Leasing Guide and Model Clauses.
Complete a basic walkthrough energy audit for your office. Look for areas of energy waste. Remember most of your energy
is being consumed by lighting, heating and ventilation and electronic equipment.
Check the fabric of the building. Is it insulated? If not this needs to be a priority. What is the layout of the windows?
Windows are light and heat sources when sunny. They can lose heat in the cold, especially if ill-fitting. Repair seals if
needed. Is the positioning of desks maximising natural light? If not look to move them.
Do you suspect equipment is being left on when not in use? Develop a ‘switch on/switch off’ protocol for staff. This will
maximise the chances of lights and electrical equipment being turned off at the end of the day and when not in use, even
when just going for lunch. This includes the kettle and dishwasher in the kitchen. It includes the printer, fans and anything
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else that may be drawing power, even on standby. Check they are all needed. Ensure their switches are marked to ‘switch
off’ and easy to access. Make sure cleaners are included in the ‘switch on/switch off’ protocol so lights are not left on
unnecessarily at night.
Remember most offices are only occupied for 30% of the time. Leaving equipment on standby for 70% of the time creates
a significant waste.
Tune your heating and cooling system. Depending on your type of office, this has significant potential to save energy
(along with addressing lighting). Commissioning your HVAC so heating and cooling is balanced (and not fighting each
other), start-up and finish times fit with office occupancy, optimal levels of fresh air are being brought into the building
and the comfort bands are set for best occupant comfort can deliver big gains. An easy energy win is to simply widen the
acceptable temperature range for the system.
Are there areas seldom used that are being heated and lighted? What temperature is your hot water set at? It should
be 60°C at the cylinder (and 55°C at the tap), to control for legionella. Is the kitchen fridge next to a window with direct
sunlight? If so you should look to move it. Are the seals functioning properly?
Do you know if your key equipment is being serviced regularly to maximise its efficiency? If not a basic maintenance
schedule needs to be developed and managed by someone.
You should now have an idea of your current energy use and the key opportunities to make savings. Use this information to
create your energy efficiency plan. Take action and monitor the savings made.

Energy efficiency plan
•
•
•
•

•

Set an energy reduction target
Outline the key actions that need to
take place from your energy audit
Gain senior level “buy-in” and allocate
responsibility
Make sure all staff are aware of the
plan and what this means they need
to do – communicate this in a positive
and fun way
Monitor, adapt and celebrate the wins.

‘Right Now’ to do list - Energy efficiency
Action

Done?

Notes on results

Basic walkthrough
audit.

Create your energy
management plan.

Rec
ord
it
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			Right
Investment
$
			
Understand
your energy efficiency performance with the EECA Business Energy Management Journey
$
			Tool
It’s a free ratings tool covering six key areas of energy management. It compares your results 		
$
			
			

against 450 other businesses. You’ll receive a tailored plan with recommendations on how to make 		
a start, or to improve what you are doing now.

Get expert help to identify further energy saving opportunities, especially if you are a large energy user. You can then build
the recommendations into your energy plan. If they require significant investment they might be added to ‘stage two’ of
your plan.
Include a staff lighting, heating and cooling survey. Ask your people for more energy saving ideas. EECA’s Staff
Engagement Toolkit is a set of checklists, guides and templates. You can download these for free to help you develop your
own staff engagement programme.
Lighting is a key user of energy. Replace incandescent lightbulbs and older fluorescent striplights with LEDs. LEDs can use
up to 80% less energy than standard incandescent bulbs and last much longer, significantly reducing maintenance costs (so
they are particularly useful for hard to reach areas where replacement costs are high).
The light output from fluorescent striplights reduces over time, so you may be able to replace them with a smaller number
of LEDs. You might currently be over-lighting your office and can ‘de-lamp’, removing some of your existing lights (but be
careful you don’t overdo it). You could get an expert to undertake a lighting audit for you and provide options to improve
your lighting levels and save energy.
Consider if you need to purchase the lights or lease them with the leasing cost being funded out of the energy savings
gained.
Check your windows. Consider how light in each room shifts throughout the day. Use blinds and adjust lighting levels to get
the right illumination. External awnings or window film can be used to manage solar heat gain and glare issues.
Take a ‘zoned approach’ to your office. Which areas are used, and when? Switch off the heating, air conditioning and
lighting in unused areas. You may need to invest in new equipment to get this right. One way to save on lighting energy is
to put in more switches – don’t have one switch that turns on every light in the place.
If an area is unoccupied for long periods consider repurposing it for another use. Do you really need it at all? This opens up
further savings. You can sub-let space to other businesses or move to smaller premises.
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Consider occupancy lighting for low use areas. It comes on when people enter the room and automatically switches off
when they leave.
Encourage your people to support the changes. If you are in a larger business set up an ‘energy team’ with responsibility
and accountability to deliver energy savings. This can be rotated through different teams to become a shared responsibility.
Install sub-metering and real-time data monitoring. Floors can compete on energy savings as well as identifying specific
areas and times where further savings can be made.
Present energy and water use statistics in an engaging way to promote awareness of them. There are a number of
dashboard applications available. They show real-time energy data anywhere in your office.
In larger offices new lighting systems can be combined with your internet connection. They can then be jointly managed
though a router, alongside your computer network. This effectively plugs your lighting directly into your IT systems. It
allows you to centrally control and monitor all lighting systems. Use the system to adjust lighting for different parts of the
day. Choose how much, or how little, control you wish to give the people in the office.
Install a master switch that turns off every circuit not needed overnight.
If purchasing new equipment look for the Energy Star® mark. It is awarded to qualified products and appliances that are
highly energy efficient.
Get a certified NABERSNZ rating to see how you compare to other offices in New Zealand. Where the NABERSNZ selfassessment tool mentioned earlier gives a quick snapshot of your energy performance, a Certified Rating provides you
a rating which you can have confidence in. It can be used for benchmarking and target setting purposes, as well being
promoted to your stakeholders. NABERSNZ is an independent tool and backed by the New Zealand government.

Track and manage

Moving offices?

your workplace’s carbon footprint with
the free ACE calculator tool. Otherwise
verify your emissions and manage
them via independent certification
such as CEMARS or carboNZero from
Enviro-Mark Solutions.

Use NABERSNZ to help choose premises. NABERSNZ can rate a
tenancy, base building or whole building. A property with a 4-6 star
rating is a good energy performer. Properties scoring 2-4 stars
could do better and properties scoring lower than 2 have significant
potential to improve. If the property you are considering doesn’t
have a NABERSNZ rating, ask the landlord to commit to getting one.
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‘Right Investment’ to do list - Energy efficiency
Action

Done?

Notes on results

Rec
ord
it

Take the EECA Energy Management
Journey.

Establish an ‘Energy Team’. They
will help co-ordinate your energy
efficiency plan and implement
recommendations from the audit.

Create a ‘zone plan’ of your office.
This should sketch out the various
groups of people working in the
areas throughout the day.

Get two quotes to create zonal
lighting and heating control for
these areas.

Rate your progress with a
NABERSNZ Certified Rating.

Utilise 6 steps to successful staff
engagement from EECA Business
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✓
			Leading
Edge

			
Investigate automation or upgrade
			
your Building Management System.
			
This will further increase control. 		
		
It will enhance your ability to monitor energy use. Set
them up to be able to make immediate adjustments 		
to the building as soon as things stray. You don't want to
wait until you get the next energy bill.
Automated systems can connect energy efficiency with
a human centred approach. Apps can be developed
that track a person’s movements via sensors in ceiling
panels. They automatically adjust light and temperature
according to personal preferences.
Some of the latest LED lighting is so energy efficient it
can be powered by the same cables that carry data for
the internet.
Consider utilising a ‘pay per usage’ model for lighting
where the supplier retains ownership of the fittings and
you just pay for the lighting you use.
Harness a free and renewable energy source – solar.
Investigate via a reputable and independent third party if
the installation of solar panels on your roof is beneficial.
As offices will generally be utilising energy during the day
when the sun is out this means that solar energy storage
and the associated cost of that is not an issue.
Solar technology is ever evolving and going forward we
are likely to see such things as transparent solar panels
meaning they can replace standard glass windows.
Photo credit Cerebos Greggs, Auckland. Designed by Creative Spaces
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Smart transport
Transport is a major cost in business. In New Zealand the transport sector accounts for more than 40% of our energyrelated carbon emissions and about 17% of our greenhouse gas emissions. So it’s important we get this right for your
bottom line, the future of this country, and the stability of our world.

Right Now

Right Investment

Reduce the need to travel
• Provide training and instructions for staff to us
teleconferencing e.g. Skype

Create a travel plan for your business. It may drastically
reduce the amount of emissions you create. It can help
you and your staff reduce travel and parking pressure.
You can reduce emissions from single-occupancy car use
by:
• Getting involved in car pool and ride sharing schemes
• Making improvements to your business’ cycling or
walking facilities
• Promoting flexible working arrangements for your
staff including remote access and video conferencing
• Promoting public transport use within your staff and
clients
• Transitioning your fleet to electric vehicles

Promote the benefits of using sustainable transport via
your internal communication channels
• Carpooling, Public Transport, Cycling and walking all
have potential cost, health and social benefits over
single occupancy car journeys
Encourage sustainable transport
• Promote the cost, health and social benefits of
carpooling, public transport, cycling and walking via
your internal communications.
• Get involved with local and national initiatives such as
BikeNow! And Go By Bike Day
• Make meeting venues accessible via public transport
• Provide a public transport pass for local business
travel

Utilise the Travel planning toolkit from the New Zealand
Travel Agency
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5 Information communications

.

and technology

Effective IT begins with how you think about it. Do you see it as a necessary
evil? Do you see it mostly as an expense? Or do you see it as an integral
part of your business?
It’s no good thinking yours is a ‘traditional’ business that doesn’t need clever gadgets. Your competitors will be using these
tools to beat you.

			Right Now
			
			
			
			

Whatever your business and the stage it is at, IT has a way of getting complex, fast. Don’t buy what you
need as you need it from wherever you can get it the cheapest. Separate companies provide laptops, 		
printers, desk phones, mobile phones, phone contracts, applications and so on. When things go wrong 		
you have to chase round them all to get things fixed.

You can end up with paperwork and account details scattered all over the place. Vital back-ups and upgrades get
forgotten.
This can leave gaps in your security, increasing the risk of damage to your business. Hacking is a global phenomenon. New
Zealand’s relative isolation does not protect us. It can come in a plethora of forms. Malicious software can get in via email,
downloads, pen drives and more. They don’t need to specifically target your business. Any one of your staff can create a
breach by accident.
What would happen if you lost access to your entire customer database tomorrow? Or the applications that run the
services you provide to those customers? Your accounts? All three?
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These processes need management. Invest time to plan. Map out what you want your business to do. Include how you want
your business to grow. This may change your IT needs over time.
Instead of the scatter gun approach, engage an IT services company. They will use your plan as a brief to design the service
you need. That way you only ever have to deal with them. They can deal with all the various suppliers. You can get on with
the rest of your job.
The services company knows all the latest options available to you. They know the technical stuff that keeps it all working.
They can dial into your systems to see what you see and work on your machines remotely if appropriate. They have existing
relationships with the companies that create the IT equipment and software. They know who to call, and what they need to
talk about to get things working. And they enjoy doing it.
Even if your business is relatively small, don’t try to do this yourself. This can be very time consuming, taking up a big part
of your day at times.
Get a quote from a services company. Compare it against your hourly value to your company, and an accurate record
of how much time you spend sorting out IT issues. That’s everything. Getting email to work. Getting wireless to work.
Shopping for a new laptop. You name it. Consider how frustrating you find this. Take into account how it distracts you
from your job even when you are not engaged in it. If the cost of your time and aggravation is more than the cost of the IT
services company, hire them.
Don’t get someone in your business to do it ‘on the side’ or as part of their role. They might be a younger staff member, or
someone with a keen interest in IT. That doesn’t mean they have the skills to build and run an efficient and secure system.
Even if they do, they will use up a lot of time doing it, and may not remain committed to the task. If they leave, all the
knowledge on how your system works goes with them.
It used to be that business IT was all about your server room. Now that most services have moved to the Cloud they work
via the Internet. A solid, fast internet connection is vital.
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‘Right Now’ to do list - Information communication and technology
Action

Done?

Notes on results

Map out your IT needs against your
company goals and likely growth
scenarios.

Obtain two quotes for IT
management.

Check your internet connection
at http://www.speedtest.net/ contact your supplier if results are
poor.

Rec
ord
it

$
			Right
Investment
$
			
Most IT services companies recommend using an integrated set of applications and programmes across
$
			
your whole organisation. These packages contain nearly everything you need from one trusted, stable 		
			supplier.
They will provide you with a central point of management and control. From your desk you can make IT resources available.
You can remove them and re-allocate them easily. You can transfer accounts and passwords when people move on. Your
people will have a ‘single point of authentication’. This gives them one secure password to access everything they need.
Your IT service provider will recommend the right machines to run the applications you need. Current thinking is moving
towards ‘detachable’ PCs. These combine the functions of a laptop and tablet. There are many choices depending on your
needs, and they are always changing.
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An IT service provider will provide security options and multiple back-ups. This will prevent the worst from happening and
minimise the damage if it does.
These days the best person to find the right application for a job is the person doing that job. It’s quick, easy and relatively
cheap.
But you need to know the problem you are solving. Check whether your existing package can solve it. Some can include
more than a dozen different applications for various uses. The range is increasing all the time.
It’s all too easy to follow the next shiny app for messaging, team working or whatever. Before spending time bolting on
another app, make sure you don’t have something already. And make sure using it will actually get more money coming in.
Business IT systems capture an immense amount of valuable information about your customers. Don’t ignore it. Harness it
to turbo boost the success of your business.
Create simple data displays with applications like Google Analytics, MailChimp and Shopify. Many applications can display
live information from multiple sources.
Who is visiting your website? Where do they come from? What exactly are they doing? Who is actually buying from you?
What do those people do the rest of the time?
Use the information to accurately target online advertising to those most interested. Newsletter sign ups and regular emails
become carefully targeted and automated marketing tools.

‘Right Investment’ to do list - Information communication and technology
Action

Done?

Notes on results

Plug data from channels you use into an easy to use data
‘dashboard’.
Engage with your marketing team on how to use that
information. If they don’t know, advise them to get
someone in to show them.
Investigate software packages of multiple applications
suitable for your business.

Rec
ord
it
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			Leading
Edge
✓

			
We are likely to see continuing rapid
			
change in IT. A huge array of new
			
products and services are in
			development.
There is the drive towards wireless computing. There
are smart phones that can plug in to screens and
keyboards to work as desk top computers.
Computers are moving towards being display and
control devices rather than using their own storage
and memory. Processing power will be increasingly
purchased from the Cloud as needed.
There are rapid advances in virtual reality and
augmented reality. This will revolutionise the way we
display and visualise information.
Algorithms, machine learning and artificial intelligence
are reshaping our business environments.
These developments will disrupt old business models.
They will open up new business opportunities. They
might mean you will be doing very different work than
you are now. So it’s important to keep up with them.

Photo credit Ricoh Australia
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6 Document handling

The paperless office hasn’t quite become reality yet. But the way we handle
documents, and the extent to which we can do so electronically, is getting
smarter.

			Right Now
			

Analyse your printing and document handling with the immediate aim of printing less.

‘Right Now’ to do list - Document handling
Action

Done?

Notes on results

Rec
ord
it

Check any trays near the printing machines. Who
is discarding what?

Check out the recycling – how much life are these
documents having?

Meet with small groups of staff to talk about
printing and how to best meet their needs.

Default all printers to double sided and black and
white to reduce paper and toner use.

Set up secure print release on all printers, so print
jobs must be triggered at the printer. This saves
printing where people forget about it, realise they
don’t need it or have made a mistake.
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			Right
Investment
$
			
Centrally manage your printing. This can be done easily via simple software attached to your computer
$
			network.
$
The benefits:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ability to enforce Smart Office rules across every printer.
Allows users to print and pick up printing jobs from any device in the company.
Provides users a wider choice in the quality and speed of machine.
Provides the opportunity to print elsewhere easily when printers are busy or offline.
Ensures that printers go back online after a stoppage. This means they don’t complete lots of print jobs that are no
longer needed.
Keeps confidential documents more secure if they cannot be printed without the person present at the printer
HR staff don’t need their own printer to ensure confidentiality of documents.
Allows for the use of fewer, higher quality machines instead of many cheap ones.

Provide key staff with convenient paper-free options, like tablets and smart phones. Pen-based electronic note taking is
becoming more popular and easy to use.
Consider ‘green printing software’. It helps analyse your printing. It cuts waste by previewing and removing unwanted
pages. It directs printing to the lowest cost printer available.

‘Right Investment’ to do list - Document handling
Action

Done?

Notes on results

Rec
ord
it

Get two quotes for centrally managed printing in your
business.
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			Leading Edge

			
Wherever possible make the forms your business uses electronic. These include things like staff joining or
			
customer sign up forms. Using paper forms increases mistakes, loss, and information seen by the wrong
			eyes.

✓

			
			

There is now affordable, simple to use software that transforms physical forms into electronic forms. It 		
can be used without help from IT professionals.

The benefits:
•

•
•

•
•

customers don’t expect to have to fill in paper forms to get what they want. This is especially true in processes like
product returns or complaints. They have already had a bad experience. They don’t want to fill in a form to tell you
about it.
removes the possibility of putting the wrong information in the wrong space on the form.
means the processes triggered by the form can happen in parallel instead of sequence. This makes them much faster
and more efficient. New staff member? The form can tell the fleet manager and the IT manager of their vehicle and
computer needs at the same time. You don’t need to wait for the form to go from one desk to the other.
removes the need for archiving huge amounts of paper.
even the most important documents can be authorised and signed online and with a smartphone. Businesses’ processes
requiring signatures don’t stop just because that person isn’t where the piece of paper is.

Online accounting
Do your accounts via an online system like MYOB or Xero. It cuts paper use and makes
it easier to work with your accountant. It encourages suppliers to submit invoices
electronically and make financial reporting easier. It means that key senior staff can also
watch results in real time from their computer or mobile phone.
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7 Equipping your people

Purchasing office supplies can be a major investment.
It’s also an excellent opportunity to reflect your organisation’s values and
ethics in what and how you buy.

Ask suppliers of your products and services how they reduce their sustainability impacts. Think about how they could go
further, and how you might support them to do so. Be as discerning a customer as you would if you were spending your
own money.

			Right Now
			
			
			

Never guess what stationery and other materials your people use. Find out exactly what is being used 		
by whom and for what. Closely monitor. Plan ahead, including when stocks are likely to run out. Don’t 		
wait for someone to tell you they can’t find something.

This saves the extra cost and environmental impact of small orders with couriers. It means you don’t have to resort to
shopping on the high street. It also means not buying stuff that sits unused on shelves.
Store stationery in a well-defined area and check it regularly.
Look out for brands with an environmentally-conscious approach. Seek out recycled products.

Paper
Look for one or more of these paper options:
• Forest Stewardship Council (FSC)
• Programme for the Endorsement of Forest Certification (PEFC)
• Carbon Neutral Certified
• carboNZero
Get a shredder set up for disposing of unwanted confidential documents. Have a paper recycling bin nearby.
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Cleaning
Choose cleaning products that take a positive approach to the environment and human well-being. A quick internet search
should give you a good guide of what to avoid. Phthalates, animal testing and plastic micro-beads should all be excluded.
Independently certified organic ingredients should be an added incentive to buy.
Consider using microfibre cloths instead of detergents to clean bathroom and canteen areas. They’re effective, convenient,
and have a lower environmental impact. But you will need to arrange for regular washing of the cloths.
Talk to whoever cleans the office. Make sure they are taking a similar approach.
Ensure there is a shower available for staff wishing to cycle, run or walk to work. Ensure you are using a ‘low flow’ shower,
taps and toilets. If your toilets are flushing more water than is required, you can install a ‘hippo’ block into the cistern to
reduce it.
Choose soap, hand towel and toilet roll dispensers that manage consumption rather than the kind you might have at home.

Lunchrooms
Most offices provide at least hot drinks, milk and sugar. These products have some of the clearest ethical labelling. Select
local, Fairtrade and organic wherever possible.
Provide a good range of reusable cups and a dishwasher. This stops folks having to buy takeaway drinks or single-use cups.
They cost more and create waste you have to deal with. Filtered water will also avoid the cost and waste of the bottled
stuff.
Consider offering a selection of non-caffeinated hot drinks. They are healthier - if your people are running on caffeine they
are not running at their best.
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‘Right Now’ to do list - Equipping your people
Action

Done?

Notes on results

Rec
ord
it

Centralise all stationery to a
single easy to monitor location.

Source remanufactured toner
and compare pricing with new.
Remanufactured toner is often
cheaper.
Run a test toner of each colour
through each machine to test
reliability. You may need to try a
few remanufactured options to
get the best.
Research commercial ecoconscious cleaning products for
your office.

Buy a microfibre cloth and test
it for incidental cleaning in one
office area.

Source Fairtrade and/or certified
organic hot drinks, milk and sugar
for your office.

Ask all suppliers about ‘end of life’
solutions for their products and
packaging.
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$
			Right
Investment
$
			
Note down all the details of what you buy and how quickly it is used. You can find templates to customise
$
			
for this at websites like smartsheet.com.
			
Use this information to plan consolidated supply orders. Analyse what you are ordering to see if it can
be done more efficiently. Are you using enough of something to buy and store it in greater amounts? Does the use of
something change if you switch products? Add in seasonal needs to your planning. Get things like annual report paper and
season’s greetings cards ordered early.
Find out whether any additional use is legitimate and can be planned and budgeted for.
Consider using a service like The Misprint Co. This recycles one sided non-confidential paper into notepads. It cuts waste
and provides a cost effective alternative for note-taking.

‘Right Investment’ to do list - Document handling
Action

Done?

Notes on results

Rec
ord
it

Create your office supplies spreadsheet.

✓
			Leading
Edge
			
			
			

With some inspiration and a little creativity all of us can add some sparkle to what our office offers. These
perks also help to shape a healthy office culture. They include free healthy food, cafés, gyms, and games
rooms. Some companies even offer hairdressing, laundry and concierge services to run errands.

For example, a cheap table tennis table is not going to blow the facilities budget. But it might help keep your people awake
and creative through the long winter afternoons. Putting a few cold drinks and ice blocks in the fridge on hot days will
increase staff happiness. It also saves work time as there’s no need for people to go out and shop for them themselves.
It should feel like the workspace does not belong to a faceless company and run by its rules. It should belong to the people
working in it. It should function in whatever way suits them to work at their best.
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8 Waste and recycling

The creation and management of waste has significant environmental, social
and financial impacts. Much of the world operates in a linear, take-makewaste model. As our population continues to grow we need to move to a
more circular economy. This is where the lifecycle of materials is maximised,
usage optimised and at the end of life all materials are fully reutilised.
Waste is costly and demotivates your people. The latter is especially true if it conflicts sharply with your company’s stated
purpose and brand values. People don’t like to think too much about waste, they just want to dispose of it. So you need to
have solutions readily available for them. If you find yourself having to think about waste a lot, you are probably not acting
efficiently.

			Right Now
			
			
			

Reduce, Reuse, Recycle. In the bad old days every desk had a rubbish bin with plastic bag liner. Office 		
managers would pay their cleaning company to remove this liner and put it into a larger plastic bag. This
meant all the waste was sent to landfill, plus the additional bags. It remains there as a toxic legacy.

Most NZ cities now have facilities to manage at least four separate waste streams. These include paper, plastics, glass and
general waste (landfill). A bunch of old bins scattered around the office is not going to get your waste there efficiently. You
can end up with waste lying around, and/or waste going to landfill when it could be recycled.
Waste from commercial premises is handled separately to domestic waste. Talk to your commercial cleaning company to
ensure your waste is being dealt with in the way that you would like. A good cleaning company will help you manage your
waste and minimise what goes to landfill. Ask them for three suggestions on this that can be implemented now. You don’t
want to go rooting around in bins to sort things yourself. You don’t want to issue innumerable emails trying to nag others
into getting it right.
Understand your current waste levels. Work with your cleaning and recycling companies to know how much of each type
of waste your company is producing each week. Even if this is just the number of bags, it’s a start. It will provide a baseline
to improve on.
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‘Right now’ to do list - Waste and recycling
Action

Done?

Notes on results

Rec
ord
it

Understand your current waste volumes.

Approach your cleaning and waste recycling companies
for three suggestions for reducing waste.

$
$
$

Right Investment

			
			
Establish a waste minimisation mindset throughout your organisation.
			
			

Make it the done thing, the norm, to be careful on waste. Make this visible. Demonstrate and celebrate it
whenever you can. Business partners will join in if they know this is important to you.

If you are producing a lot of food waste, and you have the space, consider getting a work worm farm. You will need
someone to take care of it. It will turn waste into valuable fertiliser for use in home or office gardens.
Think about the waste streams you control, including things like what you buy for the canteen and for events. Consider
when you can buy in bulk or more directly to cut down on waste and packaging.
Create a waste minimisation plan:
• Create a baseline by measuring your waste by weight and/or volume.
• Set reduction and waste diversion targets.
• Decide the actions that will make those reductions possible.

Monitor your results
Allocate responsibility to office ‘waste champions’. Positively communicate, monitor, adjust and celebrate the wins. And
don’t forget to tell us how you are doing via the Smart Office Results Form in Chapter 11.
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‘Right Investment’ to do list - Waste and recycling
Action

Done?

Notes on results

Rec
ord
it

Conduct a simple waste audit. Get a
physical understanding of what is being
thrown out and where is it going i.e. are
separated recyclables actually being sent to
a recycling facility?
Create and use an office waste minimisation
plan.

Seek out alternatives for high waste items.
The less waste you buy the less waste
you will have to deal with. This includes
commercial waste from your supply chain.
For example, is a particular supplier sending
a lot of excess packaging? Talk to them
about reducing it or look for a less wasteful
source.
Get properly designed, colour coded and
well labelled bins for each waste stream.
This will get people using the right ones. It
will keep them free from clutter.

Collect food scraps in a ventilated kitchen
caddy. You can get them in sizes from six
litres for small office kitchens to 35 litres
for commercial food operations. Is there
someone in your office who would like
to add this to their home composting or
Bokashi? If not, you can pay to have it
collected by a food composting service
provider.
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Leading Edge

			

✓
			
Take a holistic circular economy

			
			
			
			

approach to waste. This means not
only the waste you are dealing with,
but any waste problems you are 		
passing on to your customers.

Explore options for full product stewardship for your
products. Consider how your services assist to reduce
your clients’ waste. Consider designs that facilitate end
of life disposal, and other aspects of circular economy
thinking.
Insert waste reduction criteria into your procurement
processes. Ask suppliers to provide end of life take back
schemes and limit unnecessary packing.
We want a world in which products are genuinely
recycled endlessly in harmony with the planet’s natural
systems. Their organic components should be reincorporated into natural cycles by composting. Their
technical components should be easy to separate
and return to the production cycle. Forward thinking
companies will increasingly take on the responsibility of
making this happen.
For more specific actions on the waste generated in the
office environment commission a detailed waste audit.

Photo credit Cerebos Greggs, Auckland. Designed by Creative Spaces
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Electronic waste
Too many offices have some kind of cubby hole filled
with broken machines and tangles of wire. It represents a
costly waste of space and resources.
Take time to properly plan IT purchasing. Don’t rush
out to buy the cheapest bit of kit that will get the job
done for the time being. Source robust, flexible, high
specification machines. They should be able to be
expanded and updated to meet your needs as they
change. They should have a simple end-of-life solution.
This means you can keep them for longer and can state
that you have disposed of them responsibly when their
time is up.
It’s almost certainly not worth hoarding old machines
with the intention of ‘giving them to a local school’.
Thankfully for your kids’ education, most of them have up
to date machines already.

Many major IT servicing companies offer e-waste take back
schemes. So do some major computer companies. There is
also a growing list of companies who will recycle e-waste
all over the country. But before you commit to any recycler,
check exactly what happens to the old machines. Ensure they
are tracked if they leave this country.
Look for:
• a Quality Management System – ISO 9001 or similar
• an Environmental Management System – ISO 14001, ECOWarranty, Enviro-Mark certification or similar
• a Basel Permit. This is issued by the Environmental
Protection Agency to allow the exportation of hazardous
waste
If they say they don’t need them, or they don’t apply, choose
somebody else.
If you work with an IT services company they can ensure any
machines disposed of are completely wiped of data. This is an
important security consideration.

To do list - Electronic waste
Action

Done?

Notes on results

Rec
ord
it

Establish a trusted home for all your e-waste.
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9 Rating your progress

Learn about third party office and building rating schemes. They allow you
to quantify the changes you are making and the benefits for you and your
business. They provide a systematic framework based on best practice.
There are two relevant ratings below. They are being widely adopted across New Zealand business. They are also
increasingly used by large international businesses operating here. They are likely to become an expected standard over
time. Adopt them now to save administration costs in the long run.

NABERSNZ

This measures and rates improvements in the energy efficiency of New Zealand’s office buildings. It is licensed to the
Energy Efficiency and Conservation Authority (EECA) and is administered by the New Zealand Green Building Council. A
NABERSNZ rating allows you to measure the performance of your building over time. You don’t have to tenant an entire
building to get a rating – you can just rate the area/floors you lease.
The website includes a comprehensive guide for including model clauses on building performance in leasing contracts.

Green Star

This rates and displays the sustainability of New Zealand’s commercial office, industrial and education buildings. Adapted
for New Zealand by the New Zealand Green Building Council, ask for it when you’re looking to design, refurbish or lease.
Getting the design and fabric of your workplace right makes running a Smart Office easier
This tool is also used to assess interior fit-out projects. The new Green Star Performance tool makes it possible to measure
the performance of commercial buildings and complements NABERSNZ, but looking at other performance indicators such
as waste and water as well.
Green Star rates a building’s environmental impact across nine categories: Energy, Water, Materials, Indoor environment
quality, Transport, Land use and ecology, Management, Emmisions, and Innovation.

Find out more: go to nzgbc.org.nz
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10 Who can help?
Take your office operations to the next level. Contact the organisations who
contributed to this Guide and other SBN members to get expert assistance
on next steps.
It is unlikely you’ll be able to reach the potential for your office on your own.

Contributors to the Guide
Thank you to EECA ( Energy efficiency) and other key contributors to the Guide
Andrew Tu’inukuafe, Warren & Mahoney (Workplace strategy and design)
Alex Reiche, Envirospec (Energy efficiency)
Snehal Chauhan, Philips Lighting (Energy efficiency)
Justin Corles, Kris Hyman and Roly Smoldon, Ricoh (ICT and document handling)
Penne Clayton, Staples (Equipping your people)
Peter Ralph, Reclaim (Waste and recycling)
As well as valuable contributions received from
Creative Spaces and GreenAir (Workplace strategy and design)
Energy Solutions Providers and Sustainability Trust (Energy efficiency)
Fuji Xerox, Katalyst Office Management and Tekne (ICT and document handling)
The Misprint Co. and Tork Professional Hygiene (Equipping your people)
Abilities Incorporated, The EcoPro Cleaning Co, Friendlypak and Method (Waste and recycling)
Check out other SBN members who can assist in creating a Smart Office via our Member Directory
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11 Monitor your progress

and share your success

We want this information to catalyse action. We want to hear from you about the
improvements the actions have made. Share your smart office successes with us so we
can share with our Network. Act as inspiration for others to capture the benefits of a smart
office approach.
Smart office results form

Key actions

Results

Workplace strategy and design
Energy efficiency

kWh saved/carbon emissions reduced

ICT
Document handling
Equipping your people
Waste and recycling

Organisation

kg waste diverted from landfill/increased
recycling rates

Completed by

												
Email to office@sustainable.org.nz
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About the
Sustainable Business Network
Our membership organisation provides advice and support to help business succeed by becoming more sustainable.
Wherever you are on your journey to more resilient, socially and environmentally responsible profit, we can help.
We help our members:

Connect

•
•
•

Collaborate with other members to grow your business.
Receive expert sustainability advice from our experienced team.
Profile your business on the Sustainable Business Directory to boost your sales.

Be inspired

•
•

Share your stories through our creative news and social media outlets.
Learn and network at our nationwide events.

Act

•

Join powerful coalitions with other Network members to move the market onto a more
sustainable path. Our project areas include: good food, waterway restoration, smart transport,
circular economy, sustainable procurement.
• Use our practical tools and resources to make a difference.
For more information visit www.sustainable.org.nz

.

About EECA Business

Businesses (excluding transport) account for about 50% of New Zealand’s total energy use, and more than 40% of our
energy-related carbon emissions. We help businesses improve energy efficiency and reduce their carbon emissions while
increasing productivity and reducing business costs.
EECA Business offers practical advice and support to help you make the most of the energy you use. Energy saving is good
for your business, good for the economy, and good for the whole of New Zealand.
For more information visit www.eecabusiness.govt.nz
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